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September 28, 2015 Admin.Hi I am trying to create a user account control in the framework for my project, but it doesn't seem to work. I have created a sharepoint site with 3 subsites. I added Sharepoint Lists, and in the new subsite i created an SPList and a Document library to show all the different forms, but it doesn't show up in the User Control Toolbox. I added a usercontrol to the subsite, but it
doesn't show up in the Content editor, or in the template gallery. it's not showing up in the Toolbox but works fine, i just checked it. SharePoint Designer is showing it in the Toolbox but i can't make it to the site templates, it's not even listed, just like most other usercontrols. It's not even listed in the content editor or the template gallery. I looked at the properties and nothing looks wrong. The first

step is to add your controls to the site and subsites via the Site Collection Settings -> Site Settings -> User Controls. You'll also need to add the controls to any site templates you've created and published. The second step is to register your controls (in the code/design) by calling this.RegisterUserControl(type) and passing the "System.Web.UI.UserControl" type name. The controls will then show up in
the Toolbox as a result of the RegisterUserControl call. I would recommend checking out the RegisterUserControl sample in the Microsoft.Office.Server.UserControls.Default.Controls.UC namespace which shows how to register a control in a SP2010 site and then show it up in the Toolbox.Posted! Join the Conversation Comments Welcome to our new and improved comments, which are for

subscribers only. This is a test to see whether we can improve the experience for you. You do not need a Facebook profile to participate. You will need to register before adding a comment. Typed comments will be lost if you are not logged in. Please be polite. It's OK to disagree with someone's ideas, but personal attacks, insults, threats, hate speech, advocating violence and other violations can result
in a ban. If you see comments in violation of our community guidelines, please report them. Share this story After seeing great results using the
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